The use of genetic modification technologies in the discovery of genes affecting production traits and disease resistance in animals.
Genetic modification technologies, developed initially in laboratory strains of selected bacteria and viruses, are essential tools for understanding the genomes of livestock. These tools allow researchers to: isolate, sequence and characterise any livestock gene; locate genes on chromosomes; follow the inheritance of any gene and/or chromosomal region in any pedigree; detect phenotypic variation due to, or associated with, variation in the DNA sequence of a gene and identify the genetic alteration causing this. Most of the many thousands of genes identified in livestock vary between individuals. Finding the best type of the key genes affecting animal productivity is an exciting and a daunting task. It is only possible with the use of laboratory-based genetic modification techniques. This review will briefly describe the technologies now in use and, using local examples, show how molecular geneticists are using these to help identify genetic alterations and breed healthier or more productive animals. As with any new technology, a new language evolves to describe new products and processes. The new language makes communication easier between participants in the field but more difficult for others to understand the technology. A glossary of terms has therefore been added to this review to help readers less familiar with molecular genetics.